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Abstract 

This study uses 18 transcribed interactions from 62 peer-to-peer interviews 

conducted in Japanese between adolescent students in a residential summer 

immersion program to investigate how high-beginner and intermediate-level 

students use the target language to explain their questions and request clarification  

from the interviewers.  Results suggest that classic “negotiation of meaning”, with 

both sides working together to clarify the utterance, rather than resorting to 

English translation, was rare; however, when it occurred, students used a variety 

of creative workarounds that were typically quite effective.   

Introduction 

 The questions of how language learners negotiate meaning when they do not understand, 

and how they can be encouraged to do so through different types of communicative classroom 

activities, have been central to furthering the practice of Communicative Language Teaching.  

Comparisons are sometimes made and parallels are sometimes drawn to the strategies used by 

naturalistic (non-instructed) learners in L2-speaking settings.  Whether the variety of Japanese 

spoken by my immersion students at Mori no Ike, a residential summer program in the Midwest, 

should be considered a result of naturalistic acquisition or instruction is an interesting question.  

The bulk of their exposure to Japanese in the program is outside formal “language lesson” times, 

yet the entire program is designed with instruction in mind, and so the input is almost always 

heavily modified for pedagogical purposes.  The input they receive is also rather unusual in that 

most of the staff members are nonnative speakers still in the middle of their Japanese study; 

furthermore, they likely receive more input from their peers at both higher and lower levels than 

classroom students would.  Due to students’ and teachers’ prolonged residence in a 24-hour 
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immersion environment, both are familiar with a variety of techniques for explaining unknown 

words and negotiating meaning. 

 In a group of interviews several students conducted with their peers this summer, the 

interviewers adopted a variety of strategies to negotiate the meaning of their questions with their 

interviewees.  This paper will describe the nature of these strategies and look for patterns relating 

types of strategies used with interviewer characteristics (such as proficiency level and immersion 

program experience).   

Literature Review 

 Much of the literature on negotiation of meaning between L2-speaking peers focuses on 

information-gap tasks and tightly-structured activities that are “convergent” or require a choice 

of response, often comparing them to less structured activities, where responses are created 

rather than selected (Brooks, 1992; Hardy & Moore, 2004; Iwashita, 2001; Nakahama, Tyler, & 

van Lier, 2001).  Hardy and Moore (2004) did an extensive comparison of different task 

conditions, familiarity of material, and order of tasks, and found that “low support” tasks, where 

students had a problem to solve, with minimal linguistic information provided, and had to 

construct an answer, pushed students to collaboratively create answers and negotiate more than 

“high support” tasks that provided students with a body of material to discuss and evaluate 

collaboratively.  When faced with a high support task, students’ conversation focused on 

checking meanings of words in the text and verifying agreement on answers, rather than 

discussing the material and their responses to it.   

 Similarly, Nakahama et al. (2001) found that conversational activities prompted more 

salient negotiations of meaning than information gap activities, even though information gap 

activities forced students to negotiate meaning more often.  Comments from their participants 
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suggest that this could be because they had to pay attention to the entire discourse of a 

conversation, while an information-gap activity only required them to focus on the key words 

needed to complete the task.  Brooks (1992) also found that his students communicated rather 

effectively to complete their information gap task, negotiating meaning as needed, but with very 

little elaboration of their dialogue and few complete sentences.  Iwashita (2001), comparing 

high- and low-proficiency students in the same class as they did communicative tasks in same- 

and mixed-level pairs, found no significant differences in how or how often meaning was 

negotiated in different groupings.  She also found that the language used to negotiate for 

meaning was extremely simple; listeners rarely asked for any help, but only tried to confirm their 

understanding by repeating words their partner had said as the partner was talking.  It seems that 

although information-gap tasks promote large amounts of negotiation, it tends to be at a very 

shallow level, both in terms of meaning and in terms of syntax. 

 Other studies (Buckwalter, 2001; Foster & Ohta, 2005; Hardy & Moore, 2004; Swain & 

Lapkin, 1998; Ting & Phan, 2008) discuss the ways students negotiate meaning in open-ended 

tasks and conversations.  Swain and Lapkin (1998), among many of the others, describe how 

students’ extensive collaboration and negotiation of meaning serves to improve their task product, 

and they show that the information shared is retained later.  They do admit, though, that the same 

task did not inspire similar engagement or improvement from all students.   

 Likewise, Foster and Ohta (2005) found that one-third of their participants never 

negotiated meaning at all, and that the traditional “confirmation checks” and “clarification 

requests” are actually quite rare; learners either experienced few problems, or did not know how, 

or did not choose to, call attention to communication problems they experienced.  More than one 

study (Buckwalter, 2001; Foster & Ohta, 2005) finds that both self- and other-repair are rare in 
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these peer conversations; Foster and Ohta refer to Schegloff et al. (1977) when they suggest that 

their learners’ tendency to self-correct (rather than to be corrected) mimics native speakers’ 

preference to self-correct (p. 423).   

 Studies describing the oral productions of low-level Japanese learners in terms of how 

they structure their conversations (discourse) seem quite rare (Igarashi, Wudthayagorn, Donato, 

& Tucker, 2002).  Igarashi et al. (2002), following Swain and Lapkin (1998) and Brooks (1989, 

as cited in Brooks, 1992), who show that using the L1 is a very common and effective strategy 

for negotiating meaning, demonstrate extensively how their young Japanese learners responded 

to questions (in well-formed Japanese) only after clarifying the questions’ meaning in English 

(L1) first (pp. 533-534).  These novice-level learners relied heavily on their L1 to maintain 

conversation and never negotiated meaning in Japanese.  

 There appears to be a gap in the literature concerning negotiation of meaning in 

naturalistic conversations (transactional or otherwise) between learners or between learners and 

L2 users, outside classroom settings.  What students do in class may be very different from what 

they do in “the real world”; what more proficient L2 speakers do when learners have difficulty 

understanding them is likely to be even more different outside a research setting.  Though the 

language learners in many of these studies are performing tasks that are a normal part of their 

classroom experience, the native speakers brought in to interact with them are almost certainly 

being forced by the situation to negotiate meaning differently than they would “in real life”.  (We 

do not know whether these native speakers would choose to negotiate meaning or even talk to 

these learners at all, if they were not participating in a research project!)  There also seems to be 

a lack of description of actual language used to negotiate meaning in these studies.  They do not 

contain details about the frequency or particulars of constructions learners used or make 
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connections between negotiation strategies used and characteristics of the students themselves, or 

their language-learning environment. 

Research Goals 

 To build on previous research, I investigate here the Japanese usage that takes place 

among these immersion students of varying Japanese proficiency and varied learning 

backgrounds, when several students interview many others, focusing on describing students’ 

discourse patterns in Japanese and negotiation of their Japanese output, referred to alternatively 

as “Language-Related Episodes (LREs)” (Swain and Lapkin, 1998), “interactional moves” 

(Iwashita, 2001), negotiation of meaning, negotiation for meaning (Foster & Ohta, 2005), or 

repair.  

 Unlike previous studies, the purpose of the talk here is not explicitly pedagogical and the 

activity is not truly teacher-designed.  Neither is it spontaneous and unprompted: the interviewers 

(who are speaking Japanese almost exclusively, though they are largely reading prepared 

questions) are interviewing peers (from higher- and lower-level classes, as well as their own 

class) to collect data for the interviewers’ final projects.  As the interview questions contain 

words like eikyou “influence” and seikaku “personality” that are unfamiliar to nearly all (if not 

all) the interviewees, the interviewers frequently have to paraphrase and tell simple stories to 

explain these words.  

Research Questions   

• How do negotiation strategies change, if they change, in response to interviewers’ level 

of proficiency in Japanese, years of experience in the program, or other characteristics?  

• What is the nature of the strategies interviewees and interviewers use to request help and 

clarify meaning? 
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Participants 

 This project uses data from a collection of 62 interviews conducted by 10 interviewers, 

working in 6 teams, with 38 different interviewees (some of whom were also interviewers), at 

Mori no Ike, a residential immersion Japanese summer program in the Midwest US.  Many 

participants were interviewed more than once (up to four times) by different interviewers or 

teams.  The interviews were conducted in the context of a participatory qualitative research 

project1 investigating the effects of learners’ adoption of Japanese-language personal names on 

their language-learning experience.  Each group of interviewers was conducting an independent, 

student-designed project on a particular theme within the larger concept of Japanese name usage, 

and this project served to fulfill their “final project” requirement for completion of the program.  

As both academic coordinator of the students’ program and principal investigator on the project, 

I coordinated, but did not supervise or direct, data collection.  I had no teaching responsibilities, 

and had no role in grading the participants’ projects or helping them analyze their data.  Students 

presented their results to their peers and teachers, poster-session style. 

 I obtained IRB approval for the original project from both my university and the program 

where the research took place.  In cooperation with the program, I obtained informed consent 

from all participants’ families, and assent from the participants themselves.  Participation was 

open to all 73 students in the program I directed; 54 students received parent permission, 51 gave 

their own assent, and 39 were eventually involved in the interviews.  The 10 interviewers were 

given the list of the 51 available interviewees and made their own decisions about who to 

interview.  Explanations of the research project and conversations about informed consent/assent 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 A full description of the project is available at http://web.me.com/meredithh/CLVnameproject. 
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took place in English, the L1 of nearly all the students (and the dominant language of most of the 

others).   

 The participants’ backgrounds are rather diverse.  77% of the participants are returners to 

the program (see Figure 1).  

Figure 1 

 

Roughly half (n=23) the participants study Japanese only at Mori no Ike (or very minimally on 

their own); of the remaining seventeen, eight have taken Japanese at their high schools or local 

colleges in the US, most commonly for one or two years.  One high-level participant has lived in 

Japan for much of their life; another studied abroad in Japan.  Five study with private tutors, one 

is in an after-school program, and one reports taking online courses.  (Living or studying abroad 

in Japan, after-school, and online course students are all listed as ‘other’ in Figure 2.) 
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Figure 2 

	  

Note that data about language-learning outside the program were collected from program records, 

which are sometimes incomplete, especially in the case of returners.  Three participants are of 

Japanese heritage; some have learned Japanese at home or at school, and some only at Mori no 

Ike. 

 In the program’s terms, 9 participants (including 2 interviewers) were beginning-level 

students, 11 (including 3 interviewers) were low-intermediate, 11 (including 5 interviewers) 

were mid- to high-intermediate, and 8 (no interviewers) were advanced.  These “advanced” 

learners are very proficient with everyday transactions and basic questions, but are only 

beginning to be able to talk about abstract concepts in Japanese (roughly third-semester college 

level).  Table 1 summarizes some basic information about the interviewers. 
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Table 1 
Interviewer Year Level Other Formal 

Study 
Project Theme 

Satoru 5th Low-intermediate None 
 

Describing peers’ connections to their 
names 

Yuuta 5th High-beginner None General (used sample questions) 
Ichiro 2nd Low-intermediate None General (used sample questions) 
Chieko 2nd High-intermediate HS study (Group project) participants’ connections to 

anime, song, or manga characters they 
named themselves after 

Sayaka 4th High-intermediate None (Group project with Chieko and Aki) 
Aki 4th High-intermediate Tutor (Group project with Chieko and Sayaka) 
Keiko 3rd Low-intermediate None L2 names in the program vs. in school 

settings 
Osamu 1st High-beginner Tutor (Group project) names and participants’ 

“Mori no Ike personalities” 
Hideaki 3rd Mid-intermediate None (Group project with Osamu and Kaya) 
Kaya 4th Mid-intermediate None (Group project with Osamu and Hideaki) 

 
Data Collection and Analysis 

 Per IRB requirements, I developed a list of sample questions in Japanese, with my own 

English translations (Appendix A); these were provided to the participant interviewers as 

examples.  I felt it was unnecessary to back-translate the questions or solicit native-speaker input 

in their design, as the exact semantics of the questions were far less important than their 

comprehensibility to the learners.  For the interviewers, this project required them to conduct 

peer interviews exploring the influence of Japanese name usage on experiences in the program, 

but each group of interviewers was encouraged to narrow their focus and develop their own 

research and interview questions. Thus, the interviewers were allowed to create their own 

questions, as long as they stayed within the general scope of the approved questions, and most 

interviewers used at least some questions they created themselves, often with help from their 

teachers (Appendix B).   

 As the project counted for 20% of their final grade in the program, they were expected to 

ask their questions in Japanese; language use comprised 25% of the project grade (5% of the 

total grade).  To balance this program requirement with the great variety in interviewees’ 
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Japanese levels, interviewers were allowed to carry English translations of their questions, which 

they could show to interviewees after first attempting to clarify the questions using Japanese.  

Students were strongly encouraged (and often required by their teachers) to use questions they 

themselves could understand, and to create their own questions as much as possible; however, it 

appears from consistent reading mistakes on the recordings that a few interviewers had very little 

idea what they were reading. 

 Students recorded their interviews with handheld digital voice recorders; each recording 

began with a “header” containing the date, time, place, and assent of all participants present.  In a 

brief training session, partially in English, I taught the interviewers how to use the recorders, 

what to say in the “header”, and encouraged them to ask open-ended questions and to follow up 

on participants’ answers.  All interviewers made at least one practice recording during training.   

 After the summer ended, I began listening to the recordings and making detailed notes on 

their contents.  Negotiations of meaning and Japanese spoken by interviewees were noted and 

transcribed loosely, while simultaneously making other notes for other parts of the project.  After 

finishing the notes for every recording, I returned to the recordings containing negotiations of 

meaning, and transcribed those portions more closely, using the conventions described briefly by 

Ortega (2009, p. 229) and Kvale and Brinkman (2009, p. 182).  All names and identifying 

information, like school names, have been replaced with pseudonyms, except in cases where the 

transcript would no longer make sense.  

Results 

 The transcripts show that collaborative negotiation of meaning only occurred with 9 

different interviewees, in a total of 18 different instances in 12 of the 62 interviews.  I describe 

negotiation of meaning as “collaborative” when it involved more than one person; if an 
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interviewer posed a question, then immediately rephrased it in Japanese or repeated it in English, 

without any prior or subsequent interaction with the interviewee or other interviewers, I did not 

count it as negotiation.  Most interviewers did resolve communication difficulties by referring 

interviewees to the printed English translation, often before difficulties arose, or by repeating the 

entire question in English; one repeated most of their questions in English after initially asking 

them in Japanese, without waiting for the interviewees to ask for help.  9 of the situations where 

negotiation took place were explanations of key words: erabimashita (chose), douyatte (how/in 

what way), gaikokugo (foreign language), rokuon (sound recording), and gakkou (school).  In 8 

more cases, the interviewers broke down a complicated question into simpler parts.  The 

remaining case involved an interviewee checking the meaning of a Japanese word she used.   

Key Word Explanations 

 The first potentially tricky word all interviewees heard was rokuon “record”, in the 

context of the interviewer asking them rokuon shite mo ii desu ka? (Is it okay for me to record?).  

Interviewees had been briefed that they would be asked to give their assent each time before they 

were recorded.  This was also stated in English on their assent forms, along with the Japanese 

sentence (rokuon shite mo ii desu) they would be expected to say.  The chunk [verb]-te mo ii 

desu ka for asking permission should be familiar to nearly all students, at least from the phrase 

toire ni itte mo ii desu ka (“May I go to the bathroom?”).  Still, the word rokuon caused problems 

for a few students, as in the following exchange between Keiko and Miku (who are classmates in 

the same low-intermediate level).  

1 Keiko: Miku-chan, rokuon shite mo ii desu ka 
 Miku-chan is it okay [for me] to record [you]? 
2 Miku: (3.5) I think= 
3 K: =iie. rokuon shite mo ii desu, ka. (2) ((taps the recorder twice)) rokuon, kore shite 

mo ii desu ka. 
 No. Is it okay [for me] to record [you]? ((tap tap)), Record, this is [it] okay? 
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4 M: hai, sou desu 
 yes, [it] is   
5 K: namae wo moratte, Mori no Ike de nihongo wo benkyou suru koto wa motto 
6      tanoshi,ku narimashita ka? 
 Did getting a name, make studying Japanese at Mori no Ike more fun? 
7 M: I think it’s a lot of fun, mou tanoshii desu. 
  it’s more fun [should be “motto” not “mou”] 
 

In line 2, Miku seems to have beaten Keiko to her first question, which was “Do you think 

having a Japanese name makes studying Japanese at Mori no Ike more fun?” which suggests that 

she was reading the English versions of Keiko’s questions.  Keiko interrupts her in line 3, 

repeating her request and indicating that she was talking about the recorder.  Miku acknowledges 

that it is okay (line 4), Keiko goes on to ask her first question (lines 5-6), and Miku confidently 

begins again in line 7 with “I think…”.  Considering the trouble she has with Hideaki and Kaya’s 

questions (later in this paper), it is likely that Keiko had given her the translations and Hideaki 

and Kaya had not. 

 Naoko, who is in a lower level class than Miku, also has some trouble with the word, 

though she uses memorized communication strategies (suggested by the speed at which she 

delivers them), like mou ikkai (one more time), here and throughout her interviews. 

1 Keiko: Naoko-chan, rokuon shitemo ii desu ka 
 Naoko-chan, is it okay [for me] to record [you]? 
2 Naoko: <mou ikkai onegai shimasu?> 
 one more time please? 
3 K: rokuon shitemo ii desu ka? rokuon wa, kore 
 is it okay [for me] to record [you]? record [is], this 
4 N: hai 
 yes 
5 K: hai. sou, Naoko-chan… 
 yes right Naoko-chan… 
 

Again, the difficulty is easily resolved, though it is worth pointing out that Naoko is one of only 

a few interviewees who used “canned” Japanese communication strategies; others used English, 

looked at the question sheet, or used nani? “what?” nan desu ka “what is [that]?” and 
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wakarimasen “I don’t understand.”  Strategies like mou ikkai may be considered more polite in 

Japanese than nani/nan desu ka, but are not always taught or modeled by the Mori no Ike staff, 

while nani and nan desu ka are used constantly in conversations, announcements, and teaching, 

as straightforward questions.  

Another way students clarified key words was by giving examples with the word in 

context.  Here are Keiko and Naoko again:  

1 Keiko: gakkou de, gaikokugo no kurasu ga arimasu ka? 
 At your school, are there foreign language classes? 
2 Naoko: hai, anou, <chotto matte> mou ikkai? 
 yes, uh, <wait a minute> one more time? 
3 K: gakkou de 
 at school 
4 N: gakkou de wa <nan desu ka> 
 What does “at school” mean?  
5 K: gakkou wa, uh, watashi no gakkou wa, Mounds Park desu, um uh umm hoka no  
 school is, uh, my school is Mounds Park, um uh um other  
6 gakusei wa Middlebury High School desu= 
 students are Middlebury High School 
7 N: =oh like, where did, my school? 
8 K: hai sou desu 
 yes that’s right 
9 N: oh, I’m in the process of transferring schools… 
 

Keiko explains what gakkou “school” is by giving the example of her own school in line 5, and 

suggesting another possibility in line 6.  This did not always work so well; here is Hideaki and 

Kaya’s attempt to explain douyatte “in what way” and dou “how” to Ayaka, who is in a higher 

level class than Naoko (she is Keiko and Miku’s classmate). 

1 Kaya: =ano douyatte. (2) uh, dou wa  
 hmm in what way [how]. uh, “how” [is] 
2 Hideaki: do, ano, bangohan wa dou desu ka. 
 how, uh, how is dinner? 
3 K: dou deshita ka.  
 how was dinner? 
4 H: douyatte wa= 
 “in what way” [is] 
5 K: =um, [kouyatte kouyatte 
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 um, “like this like this” 
6 H:  [chotto, chotto onaji ((perhaps pointing at the paper?)) eigo, eigo? onaji. 
    kind of, kind of the same ((perhaps pointing at the paper?)) English, English? Same. 
7 K: douyatte 
 in what way 
8 Ayaka: oh, does it affect my, um= 
9 K:=iie, iie, ano, dou wa, ano, how  
 no no um, “how” is, um, how 
10 A: oh, how? um, just kind of, name kind of since I have it close to something that, is 

close to me, it kind of, personality kind of, is affected by how I name myself, it’s 
complicated= 

 
Hideaki uses a similar strategy to Keiko’s school example in line 2, using a sentence Ayaka 

might have heard at a meal (which Kaya seems to be trying to correct in line 3) to put dou in 

context, after Kaya breaks the word down in line 1.   

 Students also made use of related words; Kaya tries another tactic in line 5 above, 

relating douyatte to kouyatte “like this/in this way”, a direction often used in teaching dances, art, 

sports, and just about any manual activity at Mori no Ike.  Hideaki comments that douyatte is 

kind of like kouyatte, and seems to show Ayaka the translation, remarking that the English is the 

same (line 6 above).  Ayaka answers the question, but there is a similar episode 16 lines later, 

where douyatte has to be explained again.  Ayaka and Keiko’s classmate Satoru has no problem 

with douyatte after Kaya points out the dou part in line 3 below: 

1 Kaya: like, douyatte? 
  in what way? 
2 Satoru: do=dou [yatte? 
 how--in what way? 
3 K:  [douyatte “dou” wa= 
  in what way, “how” [is] 
4 S: =oh, like “how”. 
5 K: hai hai sou 
 yes yes right 
6 S: ano um, I don’t really know how. I could tell you that Satoru and [real name] are two 

very similar people, but, I don’t know. 
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 Possibly the most elaborate strategy used is creating a context where the troublesome 

word is used in a sort of simulated roleplay, acted out by the explainer.  One example of this is 

Hideaki’s attempt to explain erabimashita “chose” by telling a little story to explain the meaning 

of the word.  He uses this technique in three interviews that took place within one class period on 

the same day.   

“Fruit Story” #1 (with Ayaka)
1 Kaya: ano, douyatte nihongo no namae wo erabimashita ka?=  
 How did you choose your Japanese name?  
2 Hideaki: =erabimashita wa, mm, ringo to banana to [orenji oh, [orenji, hai 
  chose [means] apple and banana and orange, oh, orange yes 
3 Ayaka:   [oh] 
4 K:    [(no), <hai hai> 
           yes yes 
 

The story seems to work for Ayaka, who seems to show that she “gets it” in line 3.  Hideaki’s 

delivery gets somewhat more dramatic in the next two attempts, using different voices to 

represent two different people with Musashi, and pretending to eat the fruit he chooses after 

explaining the idea to Kiyosuke. 

 “Fruit Story” #2 (with Musashi)
1 Kaya: douyatte nihongo no namae wo erabimashita ka? 
 How did you choose your Japanese name? 
2 Hideaki: erabimashita wa, ((booming voice)) nani wo tabetai? ringo, to banana to orenji  
 “chose” [means], “what do you want to eat? apple and banana and orange;  
3 ((smaller voice)) oh, orenji desu ((booming)) hai, oh erabimashita 
 it’s an orange—yes, [I] chose [an orange] 
  
“Fruit Story” #3 (with Kiyosuke)
1 Kaya: douyatte nihongo no namae wo, erabimashita ka? erabimasu wa= 
 How did you choose your Japanese name? “chose” [means] 
2 Hideaki: =<orenji to ringo to banana oh, orenji om nom nom nom> 
 orange and apple and banana, oh, orange ((eating noises)) 
3 Ka: hai 
    yes 
4 H: nani wo tabetai <nani o tabetai>, orenji desu. 
 what do you want to eat, what do you want to eat, an orange. 
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Hideaki’s use of a little story like this to explain the meaning of a word is a technique sometimes 

used by teachers in the program as well.   

Breaking Down Questions 

 The other half of the interactions involve rephrasing a question, or breaking it down into 

its component parts.  These were often less successful, and several ended with the interviewer 

referring their interviewee to the English translation, or leaving the question unanswered and 

proceeding to the next one. 

1 Hideaki: ano, hai OK, ((deliberately)) nihongo no namae wo tsukau koto wa, 
 um yeah okay, ((deliberately)) do you think using a Japanese name 
2  >ni:hon:go gakushuu ni ekkyuu ((eikyou)) ga aru to, omotte imasu ka<.  
 has an effect on your Japanese language study? 
3 Kaya: anou,  
 um,  
4 H: anou,  
  um, 
5 K: <anata no nihongo no>,  
 your Japanese-language 
6 H: [namae  
 name  
7 K:  [benkyou 
 study 
8 H: <anata no nihongo no namae wa, anou> 
 your Japanese name is, uh 
9 K: benkyou wo 
 study  
10 H: tasukete. 
 help (he actually said “help [me]!”—wrong verb form) 
11 K: hai. anou, tasu[kete wa]      
 yes. um, help(!) [means]    
12 H: [anou, boku] <anata no nihongo no namae wa, anou> “oh!  
     uh, my- your Japanese name, uh, “oh! 
13 takusan nihongo wo” uh,narai, narai[mashita yo. 
 I le-learned lots of Japanese!” 
14 Ayaka:   [um: 
15 K: hai hai soo 
     yes yes right 
16 Ayaka : I think it does, in a way, because you understand what names mean… 
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Ayaka eventually seems to figure out what Kaya and Hideaki are getting at, though it takes 

breaking down and rephrasing the question (lines 3-10), using the new word tasukete “help” 

(lines 10-11), and explaining it with a story (lines 12-13), using the familiar word takusan “lots”.  

As these transcripts were made from sound recordings, it is impossible to determine whether 

Ayaka grasped the meaning of the question, or took time to look at the English translation while 

Hideaki and Kaya were working to clarify it. 

 Keiko has perhaps more success breaking down and rephrasing her question with Misaki, 

though Misaki gives her a surprising answer: 

1 Keiko: namae wo moratte, Mori no Ike de nihongo wo benkyou, suru koto wa motto 
tanoshiku narimashita ka. 

 Did getting a name, make studying Japanese at Mori no Ike more fun? 
2 Misaki: ((nervous breathy laughter)) nani? 
 what? 
3 K: eeto namae,=  
 uh [a] name 
4 M: =hai= 
    yes 
5 K: =nihongo no namae wo moratte, Mori no Ike de nihongo no benkyou, ga, motto 

tanoshii? 
 [you] got a Japanese name, and studying Japanese at Mori no Ike is, more fun? 
6 M: anou. <watashi no nihongo no namae wa watashi no hontou no namae desu.> 
 um. My Japanese name is my real name. 
7 K: aa (.)(.) anou (.) (.) soshite motto tanoshi ja nai? 
   ah.       um.               and it’s not more fun? 
8 M: anou (.) chotto tanoshii. anou minna wa “oh! nihongo no namae desu yo.  
   well, kinda fun.  Uh, everybody [going] “oh! A Japanese name! 
9     <hontou no namae wa nan desu ka.>”, wa, chotto tanoshii yo. 
 What’s your real name?” is kinda fun! 
10 K: hai, tanoshii? 
 yes, fun? 
 

Here Misaki makes use of the same strategy used by Hideaki and others, quoting what imaginary 

people might say (in the first person; lines 8-9) rather than explaining that people say these 

things to her.  This is arguably simpler, linguistically, as students can repeat verbatim what they 

have heard others say, without having to rephrase it.   
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Codeswitching 

 The final strategy used to break down and rephrase questions was intra-sentential 

codeswitching, which is also very common in many of the interviewees’ non-negotiation-related 

utterances using Japanese, as well as asides, metatalk, and off-topic comments in the interviews.  

Osamu, Kaya and Hideaki’s partner for the project, is in a very low level of Japanese (the same 

as Naoko) and rarely says much in the recordings.  His use of an English word in line 5 may be 

as much for his own benefit as for Satoru’s.     

1 Kaya: a:nou:, nihongo no namae wo tsukau koto wa, nihongo gakushuu ni eikyou ga  
2 aru to, omo, uh, ste imasu ka. ano ((lower-pitched, faster))  
 um, do you think using a Japanese name has an effect on your study of the Japanese 

language? um 
3 anata no nihongo no namae wa, ano, anata no benkyou= 
 your Japanese name, um, your study 
4 Satoru: =hai. 
 yes. 
5 Osamu: effect ga arimasu ka. 
 Is there an effect? 
6 S: effect ga arimasu ka.= 
 Is there an effect? 
7 K: =anata no, nihongo no [benkyou? 
 [on] your, Japanese study?  
8 S:  [has it had an effect on my [learning Japanese 
9 K:    [hai 
    yes 
10 S: anou, yeah. uh, no. not really, I mean 
     um 
 

Even codeswitching did not always lead to responses to the desired question, as in this exchange 

between Keiko and Naoko: 

1 Keiko: namae wo moratte, nihongo ga motto naraeru to omoimasu ka 
 Do you think you can learn more Japanese with a Japanese name?  
2 Naoko: <mou ikkai?> 
 One more time? 
3 K: namae((up)) wo moratte ((down)), motto, naraeru, o, to omoimasu ka 
 Getting a name, can you learn more, do you think? 
4 N: how did I get my name? 
5 K:=iie namae wo moratte= 
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 no getting a name 
6 N:=what it means?= 
7 K: uun. namae wo (.) moratte= 
 no. getting a name 
8 N:=uhh 
9 K: namae ni namae ni, pick, nihongo wa motto, naraeru? 
 to name to name (particle error), pick, Japanese-language, can you learn more? 
10 N: ano, eiga wa, watashi ga daisuki eiga wa, uh, ((garbled))? demo, I picked the name  
  um, a movie, my favorite movie, uh,  but 
11 from a girl who kinda (dies?) there, ((garbled)) it was pretty and all that ((garbled)) 
  

Naoko uses her familiar “one more time” strategy (line 2), and makes two guesses at the question 

(lines 4 and 6), before giving an explanation for how she picked her Japanese name in line 10, 

though that was not the question either.   

Discussion 

 You may have noticed that every example of negotiation of meaning that was transcribed 

and used in this paper came from either Keiko’s or Hideaki and Kaya (and their partner 

Osamu)’s interviews, while there were actually 10 interviewers participating in the project.  This 

is not due to bias on my part: these two groups were the only ones that negotiated meaning 

collaboratively with their interviewees.  All the other interviewers either repeated their questions 

in English or directed their interviewees to read the English translation on their question sheet.  

Sayaka, Chieko, and Aki’s group is somewhat of an exception, however; their questions (all of 

their own design, likely with help from their teacher) were quite simple and rarely needed 

explanation.  The “strong negotiators”, Keiko, Hideaki, and Kaya, are all high-achieving students 

and highly-invested veterans of the program.  Except for Sayaka, Chieko, and Aki (the highest-

level group), they were also the strongest Japanese speakers among the interviewers.  The worst 

negotiators were in the lower-level classes, and were also nearly two years younger (there is no 

necessary correlation between age and level in this program).  This seems to suggest an answer 

to the first research question: that interviewers who have a higher level of Japanese, who are 
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high-achieving, who are older, and who have more experience in the program tend to negotiate 

meaning through creative uses of Japanese, while others do not.   

 The second research question asked how interviewees requested help, and how 

interviewers clarified the meaning of their statements.  Table 2 summarizes the conditions that 

led to interviewers repeating or rephrasing their message, including the various ways 

interviewees asked for help.  “Asking” for help (and then getting help that was not repeating the 

question in English or referring the interviewee to the translation) is actually not so common in 

the data.    

Table 2 
Interviewer rephrased after a wrong interviewee guess  7 
Interviewer offered explanation automatically 6 
Interviewee asked with a communication strategy  
(most often “one more time?” or “I don’t understand”) 

5 

Interviewee says “what?”  4 
Interviewee repeats a hard word  3 
Interviewee explicitly asks for meaning of a hard word  
(e.g. “What is gaikokugo?”) 

2 

Interviewee answered wrong question, so interviewer restates it  1 
 
The various strategies interviewers used to clarify their meaning, described in detail in the 

Results section, are summarized here in Table 3.  Somewhat surprisingly, rephrasing the question 

and creating an elaborate example of how to use a word are the most commonly used strategies, 

despite being more linguistically difficult than less commonly used strategies, like adding an 

English word or referring the interviewee to the English translation.   
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Table 3 
Rephrasing the question  11 
Contextualized example or simulated roleplay  
(e.g. Hideaki’s “choose a fruit” example) 

7 

Repeating the question verbatim 6 
Referring the interviewee to a synonym or related word  
(e.g. kouyatte and dou for douyatte)  

6 

Asking the question in small sections  6 
Adding an English word  5 
Referring the interviewee to the English translation 5 
Clarifying meaning with a prop (the recorder)  2 

 

Of course, these strategies are only “less commonly used” among the few interviewers and 

interviewees who worked to negotiate meaning collaboratively; the majority of interviewers 

simply repeated their questions in English or had their interviewees read the English translations 

before even attempting to answer the questions.  This was made especially clear in a few 

recordings where the interviewees tried to answer questions the interviewer had skipped, and in 

one where the interviewee made fun of the interviewer for reading slowly.   

 These results seem to support previous researchers’ conclusions that open-ended 

conversational tasks lead to more negotiation of meaning than information-gap tasks do; it is 

evident from the transcribed conversations (e.g. the final example between Keiko and Naoko, 

where Keiko uses the English word ‘pick’ and Naoko goes on to explain how she picked her 

name, though that was not the question) that paying attention to the entire dialogue, not just key 

words, was necessary to answer the questions correctly.  This parallels the comments from 

Nakahama et al. (2001)’s participants.  Like Brooks (1992)’s participants, these students 

frequently used incomplete sentences in their negotiations; however, Japanese syntax allows for 

very short sentences that would not be considered complete in English, so “incomplete” could be 

a misnomer here.   
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 Unlike Iwashita (2001)’s participants, negotiation of meaning seemed to take place more 

often when the interviewer was in the same or a higher level than their interviewee, though five 

instances of negotiation did take place between a lower-level interviewer and a higher-level 

interviewee.  It could be dangerous to read too much into this, though, because there were so few 

high-level participants involved in the study. Still, over all the 62 interviews, 26 involved 

interviewers interviewing someone of a higher level than them, 23 a lower level, and 13 the same 

level.  Of the 15 people Keiko interviewed, for example, only 6 were in a higher-level class than 

hers.  Of the 15 people Hideaki, Kaya, and Osamu interviewed, half were in a higher-level class 

than Hideaki and Kaya’s.  Like Iwashita’s and Foster and Ohta (2005)’s participants, though, 

interviewees explicitly asking for help was rare, and repeating a word the interviewer had used 

was one strategy students used to request help (though not as commonly used here as other 

strategies.)  Like Igarashi et al. (2002)’s participants, using the L1 was a common strategy used 

by interviewees to check their comprehension, though perhaps less common here than in their 

study.  Unlike those participants, these participants, when they did negotiate meaning, used 

Japanese rather extensively.   

Implications 

 This study suggests that language learners, even at rather low levels, who have been 

extensively exposed to a variety of strategies for negotiating meaning in the L2 through extended 

presence in an immersion environment, and who have likely been involved personally on the 

receiving end of these negotiations, can demonstrate a variety of creative strategies for 

negotiating meaning in real-world open-ended interactions.  Teachers who wish to develop 

students’ negotiating skills might want to make sure their students are exposed to a variety of 

strategies through realistic conversations with more-proficient speakers (such as students in 
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higher-level classes) and given opportunities to practice communication through more open-

ended tasks, rather than information gap activities.  Making sure that conversation topics are 

truly interesting to students may also help; many of the researchers commented on their strong 

desire to find answers to their questions.  Further research is needed to determine how exactly 

students acquire the skills to negotiate meaning in this way, and to what extent these skills can be 

taught explicitly; or whether there are individual learner characteristics that predispose some 

students to be better negotiators, and what those might be.   
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Appendix A 

Sample Questions for Student Researchers (Villager-Researchers) to use with Students 

(Villagers)  

Note: questions are listed and translated as used, grammatical or not. 

1. どうやって日本語の名前を選びましたか。あなたの日本語の名前が好きですか。ど
うしてですか。もし将来にまた森の池に帰ったら、同じ名前を使おうとしますか。

その名前を選んだ時から、そのコネクションは変わりましたか。(How did you 
choose your Japanese name?  Do you like your Japanese name?  Why?  Would you keep 
your name if you came back to Mori no Ike in the future?  Has your connection to your name 
changed over the years?) 

2. 他の日本語の名前を使ったことありますか。どうして変わりましたか。理由があり
ますか。(Have you had other Japanese names?  Is there a reason you changed your name?) 

3. 森の池の外にも日本語の名前を使いますか。どのふうに使うんですか。どうして使
いますか。日本人と使いますか。日本語が話せない人と使いますか。(Do you use 
your Japanese name outside of Mori no Ike? How? Why?  Do you use it with Japanese 
people?  People who do not speak Japanese?) 
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4. 日本語の名前を使うことは、日本語学習に影響
えいきょう

があると思っていますか。どんな影

響ですか。または、性格にとか、人生にとか、影響がありましたか。(Do you think 
that using a Japanese name has had an effect on your learning of Japanese?  How?  Has it had 
an effect on your life, or your personality?) 

5. 森の池で日本語の名前を使う習慣が好きですか。どうして？ 日本語の名前を使うこ
とは、どの感じですか。あなたの意見で、どのために森の池で日本語の名前を使い

ますか。言語の学習に影響があると思っていますか。(Do you like our custom of using 
Japanese names at Mori no Ike?  Why?  What is it like to use a Japanese name?  In your 
opinion, why do we use Japanese names at Mori no Ike?  Do you think it has an effect on 
language learning?) 

6. これは質問だけですけど、もし将来に森の池で日本語の名前を使わないようになっ
たら？(This is just a theoretical question, but what if we were to stop using Japanese names 
at Mori no Ike?) 

7. 日本語が話せますか。あなたはバイリンガルだと思っていますか。バイリンガルっ
て、どんな意味ですか。Can you speak Japanese?  Do you think that you are bilingual?   
What does “bilingual” mean? 

8. どうして日本語が習いたいんですか。将来にどこ(どんな状況)で日本語を使うつも
りですか。(Why do you want to learn Japanese?  Where/in what kind of situations do you 
see yourself using Japanese in the future?) 

9. ある人は、日本語をたくさん話すと、「私は日本人のようだ」と感じます。あなた
は、いつかそうと感じましたか。お話ししてくれませんか。(Some people feel like 
they “become Japanese” when they use a lot of Japanese.  Have you ever felt like this?  Can 
you tell me about it?) 

10. 終わる前に、何か言いたいことありますか。Is there anything else you’d like to talk 
about before we finish this interview? 

Appendix B: 

Additional Student-Created Questions Used in Interviews 

Note: questions are listed and translated as used, grammatical or not. 

Keiko 
1. 名前をもらって、森の池で日本語を勉強することはもっと楽しくなりましたか。

(Has getting a [Japanese] name made studying Japanese more fun?) 
2. 名前をもらって、日本語がもっと習えると思いますか。(Do you think having a 

[Japanese] name makes it possible to learn more Japanese?) 
3. 学校で、外国語のクラスがありますか。何の外国語？ (Are there foreign language 

classes offered at your school?  Which language[s]?) 
4. 名前をもらったら、他の外国語と今習っている外国語の区別が付けやすいですか。

(Does getting a [L2] name make it easier to distinguish between languages you are 
learning?) 
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Satoru 
1. 長い間あなたの日本語の名前をコネクションが変わりましたか。(Has your 

connection to your Japanese name changed over time? [slight rewording and grammatical 
simplification of a sample question]) 

 
Chieko/Aki/Sayaka 
1. あなたの名前は、キャラクタから付けましたか。(Does your Japanese name come 

from a character?) 
2. どうしてこのキャラクタを選びましたか。(Why did you pick that character?) 
3. あなたとこのキャラクタは同じですか。(Are you the same as that character?) 
4. このキャラクタになりたいですか。(Do you want to become that character?) 
5. どうやって＿＿＿を読み（見）始めましたか。(How did you start reading/watching 

[name of book, anime, manga]?) 
6. ＿＿はあなたの一番好きなキャラクタですか。(Is [name] your favorite character?) 
7. 名前を使うことで行動が変わりますか。(Does using a [Japanese] name change your 

behavior?) 
 
Kaya/Hideaki/Osamu 
1. キャンプで、あなたの性格は違いますか。(Is your personality different at camp?) 
2. あなたの森の池の性格は同じですか。どうやって。(Is your Mori no Ike personality 

different? How so?) 
 
 


